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ROBUST UPSWING
Higher growth than last year, but the extraordinary
environment of positive growth surprises without inflation fears has ended
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Political uncertainty, rising interest rates, and inflation
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for now by more stable bond yields
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Dear reader,
Volatility has returned to the markets. After the surprisingly
strong US wage inflation data in early February, the spectre of
inflation swept the markets, fuelling interest rate fears. The number of Google searches for "US inflation" rose to its highest level
since 2008. Such inflation surprises stoke fears that the US central bank could tighten its monetary policy at a much faster pace
than previously expected. This uncertainty led to rising bond
yields, lower equity market valuations, and increased volatility.
Thus, there was a fundamental reason for the sharp drop in equity prices in early February, although automatic, rule-based selling
exacerbated the downturn substantially. Afterwards, more moderate inflation numbers calmed interest rate fears, but volatility
remained high as a result of the political uncertainty provoked by
Donald Trump's talk and implementation of tariffs.
Volatility will probably remain high, especially compared to last
year. Although economic growth is solid and better than last year,
the extraordinarily positive environment of accelerating economic
growth, positive growth surprises, and an absence of price pressures that has fuelled the markets since the spring of 2017 appears to have ended. Inflation surprises and growth disappointments have become more probable. Still, we do not expect a
sharp rise in consumer price inflation. After all, it is a long road
from wage inflation to rising prices for end products. This is
particularly true in the current environment of rising productivity,
limited increases in unit wage costs, advancing digitalisation, high
price transparency, and high corporate profit margins. Fears of
high inflation are likely to subside again, also in view of the fact
that economic growth is not accelerating further. Nevertheless,
markets will probably be particularly sensitive to the publication
of inflation data in the coming months.
All this does not mean an end to the bull market for equities,
even if the trend may have slowed. Despite the decreased fre-
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quency of positive surprises, we expect solid and synchronous
growth to continue. Wages, commodity prices, and inflation can
be expected to rise slowly, and central banks in the United States
and United Kingdom will probably continue their path of moderately rising interest rates. We still do not predict an imminent
recession leading to a bigger and longer-lasting correction of the
equities market in the current year. Equities are still the more
attractive asset class, even if the biggest part of the rise in bond
yields is likely behind us. Rising corporate profits and the correction in early February have lowered equity valuations. However,
the higher volatility has made tactical asset allocation more important.
We hope you enjoy reading this issue of Berenberg Horizon,
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MULTI-ASSET-STRATEGY

BETWEEN INFLATION HOPES AND FEARS
IN A NUTSHELL
• Economic growth remains strong even though the days of
increasing momentum and positive growth surprises appear
to be over.
• Political uncertainty and inflation worries are provoking
higher volatility and lower return expectations; tactically anticyclical allocation is required.
• The significant rise in bond yields is probably over for the
time being. Nevertheless, equities are still the more attractive asset class. We increased our overweight equity position
after the downturn in February. We especially prefer emerging markets, Japan, and eurozone small caps.

Portfolio positioning at a glance

The two main elements of our active positioning have not
changed. Firstly, we have a clear preference for equities over
EQUITIES

–

bonds. Secondly, we prefer alternative investments over cash.
Because there are no signs of either strong inflation that would
lead to more restrictive monetary policy or any excesses in the
real economy, the economic cycle should extend well into next
year. Solid corporate profit growth and valuations that are acceptable in absolute terms and attractive in relative terms continue to support the case of strategically overweighting equities.
Moreover, we would like to continue benefiting tactically from
the higher volatility by controlling the extent of this overweight
anti-cyclically. Therefore, we built up a more substantial overweight equities position in February. In exchange, we reduced
our positions in corporate bonds, which were barely affected by
the downturn in the equity markets. Regionally, we see more
potential for equities in Japan, the eurozone, and emerging markets than for equities in the United States and United Kingdom.
Although the bonds of safe government issuers have already lost
ground, we see very little if any upside potential for this segment
in 2018. The outlook for corporate bonds is not much better. We
prefer emerging-market and convertible bonds.
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Looking back: The return of volatility

Equity markets began the year with an explosive rally, as the S&P
500 Index gained 7.5% and the DAX gained 3.3% in the first
four weeks. Accelerating economic growth and continual growth
surprises also caused bond yields to rise substantially, and safe
government bonds sustained heavy losses. Pro-cyclically oriented
portfolios benefitted from these developments. However, stronger-than-expected inflation numbers at the beginning of February
put an abrupt end to these trends. The long phase of low volatility in the markets had fuelled heightened risk appetite, especially
for model-based strategies. The portfolio adjustments of these
investors in particular triggered heavy losses, especially in Western blue chips. Small caps and emerging-market equities were less
affected by the correction. Market volatility increased markedly,
with the VIX index, which measures the volatility of US equities,
reaching the highest level since 2015. In the remainder of February and early March, markets were further unsettled by uncertainties regarding the future course of the US Federal Reserve under
its new Chairman Jerome Powell, growing fears related to the US
federal budget deficit, and worries about President Trump's talk
and implementation of tariffs.

inflation could turn into fears of too much inflation. There is a
possibility of slowing economic growth accompanied by rising
inflation (stagflation). However, the fact that economic growth is
not accelerating also lowers the risk of overheating; fewer positive growth surprises could well calm inflation worries and interest rate fears for now. We expect the solid and synchronous
global economic growth to continue even as positive surprises
become less frequent. Wages, commodity prices, and inflation
can be expected to gradually rise again and central banks in the
United States and United Kingdom will probably continue their
policy of moderate interest rate hikes. We still do not predict a
recession leading to a bigger and more lasting correction of the
equities markets, i.e. a bear market.
Equity valuations suffer from uncertainties about inflation

Growth momentum remains strong, with faster growth rates than
last year; on the other hand, economic growth is not strengthening at the moment and positive economic surprises are not recurring with the same frequency as in the preceding months. At the
same time, we have neared the point where positive hopes for

In the further course of this year, markets will probably alternate
between hopes for inflation and fears of inflation and react sensitively to the publication of inflation data. There is great uncertainty regarding central bank policy and the proper level of bond
yields in this currently less than extraordinary economic environment. What does this mean for equities? The relationship
between inflation expectations and nominal bond yields, on the
one hand, and equity valuations on the other hand, is a controversial subject for investors now. Of the regularly discussed theories, the prevailing opinion that rising bond yields are generally
bad for equity valuations is no more convincing than the theory
that equities are real assets whose valuations remain unaffected
by inflation or inflation expectations. Instead, equity valuations

Strongest rise in equity market volatility since 2015

Broadly losses YTD: European equities disappoint

Volatility index for the US equities market (VIX) and S&P 500

Total return of asset classes year-to-date, since the correction in February (low
point of the MSCI World Index), and over 5 years (%, EUR)
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are usually the highest in an environment of low inflation because
in such an environment real growth is strongest and the risk
premium for equities is lowest. Therefore, the rise in equity valuations since mid-2016 was justified by the rise in inflation expectations and nominal bond yields because deflation fears were priced
out. With long-term US inflation expectations in the range of 22.5%, we are close to the point where both more inflation and
less inflation will have a negative effect on equity valuations.
Heightened uncertainty demands tactical asset allocation

Less conclusive growth and inflation numbers coupled with
greater political uncertainty can be expected to fuel higher volatility and weaker underlying trends in the capital markets compared
to last year. Therefore, the importance of tactically anti-cyclical
actions on the markets has grown, at least as long as the end of
the cycle does not appear to be imminent.

Fewer positive growth surprises
Indices of weighted growth and inflation surprises (data realisation compared
with consensus expectations) in the last three months
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Time period: 01/01/2013-20/03/2018.
Source: Bloomberg, own calculations.

Equity valuations are highest in a low inflation environment

The trend of substantially rising bond yields is probably behind
us for now. Investor positioning in future contracts tied to falling
US government bonds is at a record level. Moreover, the rise in
the yield of 10-year US Treasuries has substantially outpaced the
rise in long-term inflation expectations of late. Undoubtedly, the
reduction of the Fed's balance sheet has also played a role in the
rise in real interest rates, but in an environment of fewer positive
growth surprises bond yields will probably trend sideways for the
time being. However, this does not mean government bonds
have become attractive again because yields will probably rise
further in the medium term. In our view, the expectation that
bond yields will not rise much further in the shorter term means
that this factor will not cause further problems for riskier asset
classes like equities.

Theoretical relationship between PER* and inflation expectations: Low inflation
means high real growth and a low risk premium for equities

We used the correction in February to build up a significant
overweight position in equities. After such a correction, however,
it takes patience before the bottom formation phase is concluded.
An analysis of all drawdowns of between 10% and 20% in the
S&P500 Index since 1945 shows that it takes about six weeks, on
average, after the previous high before a trough is formed, and
another roughly 30 weeks before the previous high mark is
reached again. We would reduce the equities allocation again after
a substantial recovery.

Current development compared with the average development of the S&P500
Index before and after sharp drawdowns since 1945

Dr. Bernd Meyer, Chief Strategist Wealth and Asset Management
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Bottom formation and recovery after correction require patience
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ROBUST UPSWING DESPITE NEW RISKS
IN A NUTSHELL
• Robust growth continues with only a modest increase in
inflation in the United States, Europe and Japan.
• Gradual interest rate reversal: Central banks can stick to
their timetables. We expect that the Fed will raise interest
rates four times in 2018 and the ECB will end its bond purchases in December.
• Good times do not last forever. The main risks are excessive wage inflation and a full-blown trade war.

Robust upswing – despite new risks

Following the upswing observed in large parts of the world in
2017, the signs point to similarly solid growth in 2018. However,
Trump's tariffs on US steel and aluminium imports and the election victory of populist protest parties in Italy mean that risks
have somewhat increased. Therefore, we have adjusted our outlook for 2018. We continue to expect robust growth of 2.9% in
the United States and 2.5% in Germany and the eurozone. These
estimates are above the market consensus. Whereas we had earlier considered faster growth to be somewhat likely, we now consider upside and downside risks to be roughly balanced.

economic growth in the Western world picked up steam during
the course of 2017. After years of unusual caution, households
and businesses are now more willing than before to take advantage of favourable financing terms. Business investment has
taken off and consumer spending is rising appreciably. Increased
demand for credit and the end of overblown inflation worries
have also caused bond yields to rise somewhat. This development
is a reflection of the improved economy, but does not pose a risk
to the upswing.
Thus, the normal economic cycle has returned in the Western
world. First comes the boom, then the correction. Despite isolated problems in some sectors of the US credit market, dangerous
bubbles have not yet been observed in the macroeconomic increase in borrowing in the United States and the eurozone. Businesses have not built up excess capacities and inflation pressure
remains low thanks to moderate collective wage agreements.

Following the end of the emerging markets crisis of 2015/2016,

Although the risk of an overheating economy has risen, there are
no signs yet of such a development in 2018. Instead, the current
situation suggests that the global economy can enjoy at least two
good years before an overheating economy could produce the
kind of excesses or imbalances that would need to be corrected
by a recession. Additionally, the United States is supporting the
economy in 2018 by a fiscal stimulus that the robust economy
does not need. However, it will probably only give a small boost
to inflation because the corporate income tax reform will also
stimulate business investment.

Global trade supports the upswing: What's at stake?

Only a modest increase in wage inflation in the United States

Year-over-year change in global trade and global economic growth. G7: USA;
Japan, Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy, Canada.

Year-over-year change in labour costs and hourly wages in %, average of January
and February for Q1 2018

Back to the normal ups and downs of the economic cycle
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Strong growth

There are some exceptions, however, such as Turkey.

For 2018, we continue to expect growth above the long-term
trend in the United States, the eurozone, Japan, and nearly all
other regions of the developed world. The only exception is the
United Kingdom, which sidelined itself economically by deciding
to leave the EU. Provided that the radical election victors in Italy
do not seek to leave the eurozone after all, contrary to expectations, the confused political situation in Italy can hardly dim the
outlook for Europe.
After China's strongman Xi Jinping further consolidated his
power in the last few months, China will presumably make more
vigorous efforts to bring its excessive credit growth under control. This could have an adverse effect on the economy and sentiment in the short term. However, China is not on the verge of a
hard landing yet. If necessary, the country can prevent a crisis for
a long time by reopening the credit floodgates. In the long term,
however, the unlimited power of China's new quasi-emperor
causes the same risks as any other concentration of power.

Gradual return to normal monetary policy

Subdued inflation pressure will enable central banks to gradually
exit from their extremely expansive monetary policies. In the
United States, we expect the Fed to raise its base interest rates in
each quarter by 0.25 percentage points at a time. It will also stick
to its plan of gradually reducing its balance sheet by replacing
fewer maturing securities with new ones.
The ECB too will be able to keep to the timetable it has already
announced. It will continue to purchase bonds in the reduced
amount of €30 billion per month through September 2018 and
then end the bond purchases entirely at the end of the year. After
that, it will presumably ease the punitive interest rate charged on
bank deposits from -0.4% to -0.25% in the spring of 2019 and
then raise its three base interest rates by 0.25 percentage points in
both June and December 2019.
Wage inflation does not pose a real risk yet

"China: Stable in the short term, but the concentrated power of the new quasi-emperor is dangerous in the long term."
The outlook for emerging-market countries is mainly positive.
The additional demand from the US and Europe as well as more
stable commodity prices are supporting the economies in many
countries that recovered from their crisis in the years 2015/2016.

The biggest risks to our positive outlook would be the outbreak
of a transatlantic trade war or a sharp rise in US wage inflation.
World trade makes an important contribution to the economic
upswing. Assuming that the current trade dispute does not escalate further, the damage should be limited, although some sentiment indicators in Europe could dip temporarily. Moreover, US
wage inflation of currently around 2.8% is still far removed from
the danger threshold, which would begin around 3.5%.
Dr. Holger Schmieding, Chief Economist

Growth and inflation forecasts
GDP growth (in %)
2017

Inflation (in %)
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∅
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∅
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2.3

2.3
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2.5
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∅
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2.8
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–

3.0

–

3.0

–

3.0

* Berenberg data on actual exchange rates, not purchasing power parity because PPP would give more weight to the fast-growing emerging-market countries.
** Average, Bloomberg consensus.
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GOOD CHANCES FOR A RECOVERY RALLY
IN A NUTSHELL
• The verbal trade war is having an adverse effect on sentiment. In our basic scenario, however, we do not expect an
escalation, which would only produce losers.
• The fundamental environment for equities remains constructive thanks to the global economic boom, rising corporate profits and lower valuations.
• Europe and Japan in particular could well benefit from a
recovery rally. Emerging markets are still attractive.

Nervousness returns to equity markets

The MSCI World Index reached its lowest point this year on
February 8; the global equities barometer fell by more than 10%
at the peak. After that, US equities in particular recovered well,
while their European counterparts could not keep up, due in part
to the US tax reform. Since the beginning of the year, therefore,
European equities have performed the worst, emerging-markets
equities the best. Similar to last year, cyclical stocks that benefit
from the healthy state of the economy performed much better
than defensive stocks. Small caps also outperformed large caps.

ty could influence business investment activity – regardless of
whether or not serious trade restrictions are ultimately imposed.
At any rate, a possible trade war would have an adverse effect not
only on business sentiment, but investor sentiment as well.
Moreover, analysts' profit estimates could be fraught with greater
uncertainty, leading investors to demand a premium for equities
in the form of lower valuation ratios. This also explains why
share prices have recovered only slowly from the "technical"
correction in early February even though profit estimates have
risen further in the meantime. For the MSCI World Index, analysts now expect a year-over-year rise of 14% in corporate profits
for 2018, i.e. analysts' estimates probably incorporate the full
effects of the US tax reform now. At the end of last year, the
expectation was only for 10% profit growth for global equities in
2018. Therefore, we see more downside risk for profit estimate
revisions in the coming months.
Volatility should persist, equities environment remains attractive

We interpret Donald Trump's incendiary talk and implementation
of tariffs as sabre-rattling designed to win votes for the mid-term
elections. However, the negative scenario of persistent uncertain-

We expect persistently higher volatility in equity markets, and not
only due to growing inflation worries and rising bond yields.
There have been fewer positive growth surprises after analysts
and economists revised their profit estimates upward. Furthermore, political risk factors have increased again recently. In Italy,
the process of forming a new government will be difficult, while
the issue of tariffs is weighing on investor sentiment. Nevertheless, the fundamental environment for equities remains constructive, especially considering the fact that valuation ratios came
down substantially after the correction in February. The global
economy is still booming and synchronous growth continues.

Equity markets mostly in negative territory, especially in Europe

Upward revisions of profit estimates thanks to US tax reform

Total return (including reinvested dividends) for selected equity indices, calculated in euros, in percent

Consensus estimate of the annual profit growth rate of global equities, in percent

Possible trade war overshadows upward revisions of corporate
profit estimates
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Thanks to the US tax reform, moreover, business investment and
stock buy-back programmes are both picking up.

WHAT DO COMPANIES THINK?

Europe and Japan have catch-up potential, emerging markets are
attractive

Stable growth, tempered euphoria

We used the correction phase in February to anti-cyclically increase our overweight equities position from moderate to substantial. Conversely, we would consider the possibility of reducing our equities exposure in the event of an equities market rally.
Not only European equities, but Japanese equities in particular
have the potential to benefit from a recovery rally. Both regions
have come under pressure lately from the tariffs dispute and the
appreciation of their domestic currencies. Therefore, they have
catch-up potential compared to US equities, which have benefitted from the weak US dollar and the now priced-in tax reform.
Within Europe, we have reduced the strong underweight of UK
equities following the substantial underperformance in the last
few months.
We like Japanese equities not only due to attractive valuations
and economic reforms, but also due to the support of the Japanese central bank in the form of stock purchasing programmes
worth more than USD50 billion per year. We also like emergingmarket equities because they particularly benefit from synchronous economic growth and because the growth advantage they
enjoy over industrialised nations will probably increase substantially in the next few years.
Ulrich Urbahn, Head of Multi Asset Strategy & Research

Companies began the new year with a healthy dose of caution. Many annual reports and press releases have mentioned political uncertainties, the headwind of the strong
euro, and rising commodity costs. More attention will
probably be given to the topic of tariffs in the coming
months.
What else are companies concerned about besides these
factors they cannot influence? Digitalisation and artificial
intelligence are at the top of the list for all sectors, from
healthcare to automotive. Examples of applications made
possible by the smart processing of large quantities of data
include improved diagnostics in medicine, even greater
automation in production, faster financial transactions, and
self-driving vehicles. According to IDC, spending on applications in these sectors will rise from USD8 billion in 2016
to USD48 billion in 2020. Many companies will experience
further efficiency enhancements as a result, digitalisation
being the next great productivity leap after the internet.
However, they will also need to invest in these new technologies to avoid falling behind their competitors. Suppliers
of semiconductor production equipment and some semiconductor makers in particular can be expected to benefit
from this structural trend in the coming years.
Matthias Born, CIO Equities

Profitability has increased substantially in Japan of late

Forecast summary: Europe has catch-up potential compared to US
equities

Profitability indicators for the Japanese equities index Topix
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BOND OPPORTUNITIES LIE BEYOND GOVERNMENT BONDS
IN A NUTSHELL
• Government bonds began the year with across-the-board
losses; very few can be expected to recover.
• Corporate bonds can buck the trend of rising yields in part
through narrowing risk spreads, creating additional opportunities.
• Emerging markets: Local currency bonds are more attractive than hard currency bonds in the medium to long term.

Government bonds: Caution is still advised

In line with our expectations, 10-year German bunds, US Treasuries, and British gilts all sustained losses at the start of 2018.
Since the beginning of the year, the yield of German government
bonds has risen by almost 20 basis points (bp), the yield of UK
government bonds by more than 30 bp, and the yield on US
government bonds by around 50 bp. Accordingly, the prices of
10-year bonds have declined from 1% to 3%. Only the countries
in the southern "eurozone periphery" have escaped this development, which has been largely uniform both in the eurozone
core and in industrialised nations outside of Europe. Government bond yields in Spain, Portugal and Italy have fallen appreciably. Italian bonds only experienced a temporary spread widening due to the parliamentary elections there. While we continue
to expect a relatively better performance for the government
bonds of these three countries, the prices of German and British

government bonds can be expected to fall further in absolute
terms. Only US Treasuries, which have already experienced most
of the yield rise we predicted, offer positive income potential
from now to the end of the year. All things considered, and especially due to rising US interest rates, robust economic development and reduced demand for bonds by the ECB, we are reaffirming our advice given in the last edition of "Horizon": be
careful of supposedly safe government bonds.
Corporate bonds: Steeper yield curves present new opportunities

Considering the performance of European equity markets since
the beginning of the year, the sharp increase in volatility, and the
rapid rise in yields in many bond segments, it would be logical to
assume that European corporate bonds would also have performed poorly during this time. But nothing could be farther
from the truth: credit spreads in the investment grade segment
have only increased by 2 bp between the beginning of the year
and mid-March and are now only slightly above their multi-year
lows. Moderate spread widening of 12 bp could only be observed
in the European high-yield market. Both segments have been
supported by the continuing positive economic conditions, the
ECB's ongoing, albeit reduced bond purchasing programme, and
the well-below-average volume of new issues in the segment of
investment-grade bonds. For example, the issuance volume of
non-financial companies only came to EUR29 billion at the end
of February, representing an approximate 33% decline from the
same period last year.

Forecasts: Base interest rates and government bond yields (in %)

Government bonds: Past/expected performance (total return)

Comparison of Berenberg-and consensus forecasts, values at end of 2018 and
mid-2019

Past and expected performance of 10-year government bonds, total return consisting of yield/price change, coupon income and roll-down effect
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Corporate bonds: Yield curve shift presents opportunities
Maturity lengthening on the BBB curve offers higher yield (arrow), rating improvement without sacrificing too much yield is possible (large circle)

YTM in %

Moreover, there was another positive aspect to the rise in yields:
Whereas 23.5% of all European investment-grade bonds still
produced negative yields at the end of 2017, this percentage had
fallen to 9.8% in early March. The graph opposite shows that two
strategies can generate added value from the now steeper yield
curve. Firstly, lengthening the duration of many bonds by two to
three years can increase the yield significantly and also improve
the roll-down characteristics. Secondly, the European single-A
and BBB curves have drawn closer to each other. Therefore,
ratings can be improved without sacrificing any appreciable yield
in similar maturities. The second strategy in particular appears to
be promising as we await weaker bond markets and moderately
wider spreads in the second half of the year due to rising inflation
and the phase-out of the ECB bond purchasing programme.
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Capital flows into emerging-market bonds: volatile in the short term

Martin Mayer, Senior Portfolio Manager Multi Asset
Christian Bettinger, Head of Fixed Income
Robert Reichle, Head of Emerging Markets Selection
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As predicted, a significant divergence occurred in the first quarter
between emerging-market bonds denominated in hard currency
and those issued in local currency. Investors prefer local currency
bonds over hard currency bonds this year, for which reason the
performance is diametrical (hard currency bonds have generated
negative income of about -2.8%, while the value of local currency
bonds has risen by 0.3%). That is also why more than two-thirds
of inflows in the first quarter went to local currency bonds, which
is in contrast to the situation last year when more than 60% of all
investments went to hard currency bonds. Both trends are likely
to persist in the medium to long term. This assessment is supported by the higher average current yields of local currency
bonds, coupled with solid fundamental data, which should be
reflected in turn by a future appreciation in local currency terms,
as well as the still-present catch-up potential for capital inflows
and investment income. In the short term, however, caution is
advised because capital flows and the performance of local currency bonds can be greatly influenced by political events, as evidenced by the current discussion of protectionism and "trade
wars".

The rolling 4-week average of inflows into local currency bonds (black line) has
recently fallen below the value for hard currency bonds (orange line)
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EM bonds: Local currency bonds have catch-up potential
Performance of hard currency bonds from the euro perspective (black and grey
line) and local currency bonds from the euro perspective (orange line)
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Emerging-market bonds: Currency and politics are the main factors
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LIMITED UPSIDE POTENTIAL FOR COMMODITIES
The world market is adequately supplied with crude oil

US oil production rises to a record high

So far, OPEC and the producing countries cooperating with it
have shown disciplined compliance with the agreed production
cuts of 1.8 million barrels per day, although production shortfalls
in Venezuela and Libya also made a contribution. Nevertheless,
the oil market is adequately supplied due to the rapid growth of
US shale production. The US Department of Energy expects US
oil production to rise to 11 million barrels per day by year's end,
which would make the United States the world's biggest producer. This increase combined with the rising production of other
countries will offset the OPEC production cuts and satisfy the
increased global demand for oil. We expect the price of Brent
crude to trend sideways around the level of USD65 per barrel,
assuming that geopolitical risks do not materialise.

Higher crude oil prices have led to an increase in active US drilling rigs, causing
US crude oil production to reach almost 10.4 million barrels per day.

Limited potential for precious metals

After starting the year on a positive note, precious metal prices
have trended sideways for the most part. The main driver recently has been the development of the US dollar, followed by real
interest rates. The price of gold benefits from a weaker US dollar
and suffers from a stronger greenback. In addition, the higher US
real interest rates resulting from higher US government bond
yields are not helpful for the price of gold. On the other hand,
rising US base interest rates, which we also expect in 2018, are
not necessarily negative for gold, as we saw in 2017. However,
gold has only benefited to a limited extent from the temporarily
higher risk aversion of investors. Because pro and con arguments
are evenly balanced, we consider the potential limited in 2018;
however, we believe that holding some gold in the multi-asset
portfolio is a good idea for diversification purposes.
Possible trade war weighs on industrial metals

Industrial metals have gained ground in the last two years on the
strength of accelerating global economic growth and demand as
well as the higher risk appetite of investors. Industrial metal prices were also influenced by falling inventories due to the low level
of investment activity in the preceding years. The upward trend
had been very synchronous with worldwide equity markets, especially through the correction in February. The outlook for industrial metals was dimmed further by the announcement of US
tariffs on steel and aluminium imports and the risk of an escalation of the trade dispute. Therefore, we do not plan to invest in
this segment until further notice.
Guido Urban, Analyst Multi Asset Strategy & Research
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Gold price driven by the weaker US dollar
The price of gold in US dollars has moved very much in tandem with the weaker
trade-weighted US dollar in the last few months.
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Industrial metals are highly dependent on investors' risk appetite
LME Industrial Metals Index based on metals such as copper, aluminium, lead,
tin, zinc and nickel has risen in line with equity markets over the last two years.
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CURRENCIES: TURBULENT TIMES
US dollar: Focus on monetary and trade policy

Euro/US dollar: The market is looking for orientation

The currency market is realigning itself. The basic conditions
affecting the US dollar in particular changed markedly in the first
quarter. The US currency started the year on a weak note because
other currency zones (e.g. the eurozone and Japan) became more
attractive for market players. Another factor was the comment by
US Treasury Secretary Mnuchin that Americans would not be
bothered by a weaker dollar. And finally, the US President's protectionism campaign has put pressure on the US dollar. As a
result of all these factors, the US dollar weakened further against
the euro in the first quarter.

Monetary, currency and trade policy uncertainties are causing market players to
look for the new exchange rate trend.
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Euro/British pound: Persistent sideways movement
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The British currency continues to swing between Brexit worries and interest rate
hopes.
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British pound defies Brexit risks

The Brexit negotiations are dragging on and causing all kinds of
uncertainty. Considering this environment, it is remarkable that
the British currency has held firm right below the level of 0.90
pounds to the euro, within the range we expected. The currency
is being supported by the relatively robust economy. Monetary
policy is also contributing to the stability of the British pound:
After the Bank of England raised the base interest rate by 0.25%
in early November (for the first time in ten years), it has not
changed the interest rate since then. However, there are signs that
it will raise the interest rate in one step at its May meeting and
another step at its November meeting.
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The dollar weakness came as a surprise considering the higher US
interest rates. For years, US government bonds have produced
much higher yields than German bunds, and the gap between
base interest rates is likely to widen considerably further. Whereas
the ECB can be expected to raise the base interest rate from the
current level of 0% only next year, the market expects the US
central bank to raise interest rates three times this year (we actually expect four steps to reach 2.25-2.50%). The exchange rate can
be expected to remain around the fair value of 1.25 US dollar per
euro during the rest of the year. However, it could certainly fluctuate widely. Fears of a potential trade war, possibly accompanied
by a currency war, can make market participants nervous even
though the measures announced by President Trump so far will
have a relatively insignificant quantitative impact by themselves.
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Exchange rate forecasts
The market is trying to realign itself, but no strong trends can be discerned yet.
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INTERVIEW WITH PETER KRAUS
Mr. Kraus, you have been Head of Portfolio Management Small Cap
Equities at Berenberg for half a year now. Why did you join our
bank?

I was always an enthusiastic stock investor and I absolutely love
to discover and analyse interesting small companies. After spending around 11 years as Portfolio Manager for Small and Micro
Caps at Allianz Global Investors, I was presented with the oneof-a-kind opportunity to develop small cap investment funds
with an experienced and highly motivated team at Berenberg. I
have known Berenberg for many years due to its excellent equity
research and I especially value the entrepreneurial culture and
visionary leadership of this bank. Berenberg also has a great affinity with small enterprises and boasts a unique network in the
small cap segment. The work is so much fun and I am optimistic
that we can offer successful products to our clients over the long
term. At least we have gotten off to a very good start!
How do you define and distinguish between small and micro cap
equities?

We distinguish between these two equity segments solely on the
basis of market capitalisation. We define micro caps as enterprises with a market capitalisation of up to EUR500 million. We
assign all enterprises with a market capitalisation of between
EUR500 million and EUR5 billion to the small cap segment.
There are more than 5,500 micro cap enterprises and about 1,200
small cap enterprises in Europe, a huge universe in which we find
extremely attractive growth enterprises that could also be called
"hidden champions". Naturally, liquidity is limited in the micro
cap market, which is why micro cap funds are confronted with
limits regarding the maximum assets under management.
Why does it make sense for a multi-asset investor to invest in small
caps? What is special about them?

Volatility is slightly higher for small caps, but investors are compensated for this with higher returns. Moreover, the sector structure is different than for large cap companies. Because defensive
sectors like utilities, telecommunications, pharmaceuticals, and
food usually have a smaller weighting in small cap indices, the
sector structure tends to be cyclical. As an asset class, however,
small caps offer many structural advantages for investors: Small
enterprises tend to grow at much faster rates, they are highly
innovative and dynamic, and the management usually holds a
significant stake in the company and is therefore incentivised to
be successful over the long term. We like that very much as
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shareholders! These are the main reasons for the better long-term
performance of small enterprises compared to large ones. The
size of the investment universe and the, in part, very sparse research coverage of some equities present us with the opportunity
to outperform comparable equity indices through successful
stock selection.
Are investments in such enterprises not too speculative for a riskaverse multi-asset investor?

Definitely not! The opposite is true. Small caps generate a higher
return than large caps over the long term. The academic literature
has proved this in numerous studies and for all kinds of different
markets. Even on a risk-adjusted basis, small caps generate higher
long-term returns than large caps. As active managers, moreover,
we can generate added value and outperform comparative indices. Also, adding small caps lowers the volatility of the overall
equities portfolio as well as the multi asset portfolio due to the
low degree of correlation.
Is a direct investment in such equities not more attractive than a
fund?

You ask me that as a committed active portfolio manager? If you
can trust yourself to find the best few equities from among more
than 5,500 and more than 1,200 European companies, respectively, then yes; otherwise, a fund investment is more promising. A
fund also offers the advantage of broad diversification and therefore less volatility compared to investing in just a few single
stocks.

What else can you say about your investment philosophy?

Small caps outperform large caps in the long run

We invest in the most promising small enterprises in their best
growth phase. We employ a rigorous selection and intensive
analysis process. Once we are convinced, we invest strategically
and do not let ourselves be troubled by short-term fluctuations.

Indexed performances of the MSCI Europe Small Cap Index TR, the MSCI
Europe Lage Cap Index TR, and the difference between these two indices.

How do you select these promising companies?

From the huge universe, we first eliminate those stocks that are
too illiquid and, in our view, lack a successful business model.
After that, we look for ideas by focusing on interesting companies with a successful track record and a highly promising future.
We analyse these companies very carefully and meet with the
management either at their offices or ours. Only when all our
analysis criteria (e.g. business model, market environment, competitive position, management, finances, and valuation) are met,
do we invest in the stock.

Time period: 31/12/2000-20/03/2018.
Source: Bloomberg, own calculations.

SHORT BIOGRAPHY
That sounds like a lot of work! How do you spend your average
workday?

I read all my e-mails on the train on the way to work and I am
fully informed of all relevant events and quarterly reports before
the markets open. I spend most of my time analysing new investment ideas and the results of our portfolio companies. Telephone calls and meetings with analysts and senior management
are also a regular part of my workday. And of course I also travel
a lot to take a first-hand look at small enterprises that have not
yet been discovered. Giving presentations to clients is another
important part of my work.
What should investors in your funds expect in the future? What do
you consider to be the greatest challenges?

Beginning in 2000, Peter Kraus, CFA (42) first worked as a
stock analyst for a corporate finance advisory firm. Three years
later, in 2003, he moved to Deka-Investment where he was an
analyst for European small caps. Starting in 2006, he was a
fund manager for European small and micro caps at Allianz
Global Investors, where he played a major role in the huge
success of the small cap team in the following years. Peter
Kraus was responsible for managing various European small
and micro cap funds and for the acquisition and support of
important international institutional mandates. Since joining
Berenberg in 2017, he has managed the Berenberg European
Micro Cap and Berenberg European Small Cap funds.

Anyone who invests on a very long-term basis, by which I mean
"buy and hold", should be able to generate a double-digit percentage return per year, on average. However, that only works if
you are not scared out of the stock market by every small shock!
That is also our greatest challenge, to remain disciplined and stay
calm when the stock market or prices of individual stocks undergo corrections. The biggest mistake I have made myself as an
investor was to sell good stocks too soon or sell them at all.
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IMPORTANT NOTICES
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